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ABSTRACT. We obtain some modular equi-integrability properties for a class 
of integral operators of the form 
(Twf)(s) = J Kw(s,t,f(t)) dp(t), s e G, 
G 
in modular spaces, where G is a locally compact topological space provided with a 
regular measure [i defined on the Borel sets B of G. Then we obtain applications 
to modular convergence theorems. 
1. Introduc t ion 
In [1] we have begun the study of approximation properties in modular spaces 
for classes of Urysohn integral operators of the form 
(TJ)(s) = JKw(s,t,f(t))d^t), s ЄG , w > 0. 
where G is a locally compact Hausdorff topological group with the Haar measure 
lx, using a notion of singularity for the kernel (Kw)w>0 which involves strongly 
the algebraic structure of G. 
More recently, in [3] we have studied the same family of operators where G is 
simply a locally compact topological space without any algebraic structure, by 
using a more general and, in some respects, more natural notion of singularity. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 41A35, 47G10, 46E30. 
K e y w o r d s : uniform modular integrability, modular space, nonlinear operator, singularity. 
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However, the extension given in [3] is not complete because our approximation 
result is given in a local form or in non-local form when the kernel (Kw)w>0 
satisfies some compact support assumptions. 
In the present paper, for the same class of operators, we obtain a full extension 
of the approximation result in [1], without any compact support assumptions 
on the kernel, by introducing a notion of local equi-integrability for families of 
functions related with the kernel (Kw)w>0. This notion is very natural, as we 
show by examples, and enables us to state a uniform integrability result for the 
family (Twf)w>0 when / is bounded with compact support. This in turn allows 
us to obtain a modular convergence theorem of (Twf)w>0 towards / for any 
continuous function / with compact support by using a Vitali type convergence 
theorem. Then, using a modular density result (see [1] for Orlicz spaces and [9] 
for modular spaces), we obtain the general modular convergence theorem for 
every function / belonging to a suitable modular space. 
In the first part of the paper, we work in an Orlicz space which represents the 
typical example of the general abstract modular function spaces (see [11], [8], 
[6]). In the second part, we show how to extend our theory in abstract modular 
function spaces. In this frame we have to modify the notion of local uniform 
integrability taking into consideration the modular g and using the notion of 
compatibility of g with respect to regular families of measures (see Section 4), 
This concept was introduced firstly in [9] and then used in [3], [10]. 
2. Notations and definitions 
Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff topological space with the family of 
Borel sets B. Let \i be a regular and a-finite measure defined on B. We will 
assume that the topology of G is uniformizable, i.e. there is a uniform structure 
U C 2GxG which generates the topology of G (see [13]). For every U G U, we 
put Us = {t G G : (s,t) G U}. By local compactness, we will assume that for 
every s G G, the base {Us : U eU} contains compact sets. 
We will denote by X(G) the space of all real-valued measurable functions 
/ : G —» R provided with equality a.e., by C(G) the space of all bounded and 
continuous functions / : G —r R and by CC(G) the space of all continuous func-
tions with compact support. 
Let us recall that a function / : G —r R is uniformly continuous on G if for 
every e > 0 there is U G U such that \f(t) — f(s)\ < e for every 5 G G, t eUs. 
Let JC be the class of all globally measurable functions L: G x G -> IRQ" 
such that the sections L(-,t) and L(s, •) belong to Ll(G) for every t, s G G 
respectively. 
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Let ^ be the class of all functions ip: W^ —> KQ" such that ip is continuous 
(nondecreasing) function and -0(0) = 0; ip(u) > 0 for u > 0. For a given ip G * , 
let /C^ be the class of all functions K: G x G x R -» R such that the following 
conditions hold: 
K.l) I\T(-, •, u) is measurable o n f i x G for every w G l and 
K(s, t, 0) = 0 for every (s, t) G G x G. 
K.2) 7\T is (L, ^)-Lipschitz i.e. there are a function L G C and 
a constant D > 0 such that 
0</?(ő) := I L(s,t) åџ(t) <D 
for all 5 G G and 
|IY(s, £, iz) - K(s, t,v)\< L(s, t)ip(\u - v\) 
for every s,t E G, u,v G K. 
Let S = (ipw)w>0 C * be a family of functions such that the following two 
assumptions hold: 
1. (ipw)w>0 is equicontinuous at u = 0, 
2. for every u > 0 the net (^w(u)) 0 is bounded. 
We denote by /CH the class of all families of functions K = (Kw)w>0 such that 
for every w > 0 we have J\"w G / C ^ . Let us denote by L = (Lw)w>0 C 12 the 
corresponding class of functions such that the Lipschitz condition holds for any 
w > 0, i.e. 
\Kw(s^u)-Kw(s^v)\<Lw(s,mw(\u-v\) 
for every s,t G G, H, U G M and I/J > 0. 
For a given K = ( I ^ ) u , > 0 £ ^ s
 w e w ^ take m ^ ° consideration the following 
family of nonlinear integral operators T = (Tw)w>0 given by 
(TJ)(s) = jкw{s,t,f(t))åџ(t). seG. 
where / G D o m T = f] DomTw; here D o m T w is the subset of X(G) on which 
w>0 
Twf is well defined as a \i -measurable function of s G G. 
We will say that K is singular if the following assumptions hold: 
1) There is D > 0 such that for every s,t G G and w > 0 we have 
0 < / ? » = f K{s,t) dn(i) <D, f Lw(s,t) d/x(s) < D. 
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2) For every s G G and for every U G U we have 
lim / LJs,t)d^(t)=0. 
w->-\-oo J 
G\US 
3) For every s £ G and for every t i G l w e have 
l i m / кw(s^^u) dM*) 
We will say that K is uniformly singular if conditions 2) and 3) are replaced 
by the following ones: 
2') For every U G U we have 
lim [ Lw(s,t)dџ(t)=0 
G\Ua 
uniformly with respect to s G C, 
3') we have 
lim / K (s, t, u) dfi(t) = u 
w—» + 00 y 
G 
uniformly with respect to s G C and u £ C, where C is any compact 
subset of R \ {0}. 
For the above concepts see [3]. 
We have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let K = (Kw)w>0 G /C~. Then L°°(G) C D o m T and for every 
w > 0, Twf G L°°(G) whenever f G L°°(C). 
P r o o f . We obtain easily the measurability of Kw (s, •, /(•)) and Twf, w
rith 
/ G L°°(G). Moreover we obtain 
l<X/)0)| < f Lw(s,t)4>w(\f(t)\) drit) < *Pw(\\f\L)D < M'D, 
G 
being M ' = sup ^ ( H / l l J . D 
w>0 v 7 
As to the pointwise convergence, in [3] we proved the following result: 
THEOREM 2. Let f G L°°(G) and K = (Kw)w>0 G /Cs 6e singular. Then 
Twf -» / pointwise at every continuity point of f. Moreover, if K is uniformly 
singular, then \\Twf — fW^ —» 0 as w -> -foo. whenever f G C(C) is uniformly 
continuous. 
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3. Convergence in Orlicz spaces 
Let <£ be the class of all functions ip: MQ" -» W$ such that 
i) ip is continuous, nondecreasing, 
ii) (p(0) = 0, (p(u) > 0 for u > 0 and lim (p(u) = -f-oo. 
u—»• + oo 
Moreover, we denote by $ the subspace of $ whose elements are convex func-
tions. 
For (p G $ , we define the functional 
e9(/) = |v(l/WI)d/í(í 
for every / G K"(C?). 
As it is well known, Q^ is a modular on X(G) and the subspace 
L*(G) = {/ G X(C?) : ^ ( A / ) < +oo for some A > 0} 
is the Orlicz space generated by (p (see [11]). If (p G $ , then O^ is a convex 
modular. The subspace of L^(G), denned by 
E*(G) = {/ G N(G) : ^ ( A / ) < +oc for every A > 0} , 
is called the space of finite elements of L(p(G). For example every bounded 
function with compact support belongs to Eip(G). 
In order to establish a convergence result in Orlicz spaces, we consider the 
following notion of convergence (see [11]). We say that a sequence (fw)w>0 C 
L^(G) is modularly convergent to f G L(p(G) if there is A > 0 such that 
lim Q*[\(fw-f)]=0. 
This notion of convergence induces a topology on Lip(G), called modular topo-
logy. 
In the following we will need a link between the modular Q^ and the family 
of functions E. = (^w)w>0
 u s e c l m the Lipschitz condition of (KW)W>Q. Given 
a function 77 G $ , we introduce the modular O7^/) = /^( | / («s) | ) dfi(s) and we 
G 
will say that the triple (Q*', V V ^ ) i s properly directed if the following condition 
holds: there exists a net (cw)w>0, with cw —> 0 as Hj -» +00, for which for every 
A G ]0,1[ there exists Cx G ]0,1[ with 
I v{Cxi)w(\f(s)\)) Ms) < Jv{Mf(s)\) dM(5)+cu (1) 
G G 
for every function / G X ( G ) . 
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PROPOSITION 1. ([!]) Let ip e$- Then 
CC(G) = L*(G) 
where CC(G) denotes the closure of CC(G) with respect to the modular topology 
in L*(G). 
We will need the following definition. 
We say that the family 
(Lw('^))teG,w o 
satisfies property (*) if for e\ery compact C C G and e > 0 there exists a 
compact subset B C G such that 
J Lw(s,t)dfi(s)<e 2 
<7\B 
for e\cry t G (7, and sufficiently large w > 0. 
E X A M P L E S 1. 
1. Classical kernels satisfy property (*). Indeed, let (Kw)u>0 be an approx­
imate identity on G = R. For S > 0, we ha\e that (see [7]) 
ІTco / 1 ^ 1 
l i m 3 / \KJt)\ cit = 0. 
|t| s 
Let C — [—M, M]. Assume that the kernel Kw(s,t,u) has the form 
Kw(s,t,u) Kw(s-t)u 
and so (2), with B = [—S, S] and Lw(s,t) — \Kw(s — t)\, become 
5 +oo 
J \KJs-t)\ds J \KJs-t)\ds+ f \KJs t) ds 
S >S oo 5 
S t + o o 
= I \KJu)\du+ J \KJu)\du. 
w v 
6 t 
Then if 8 is such that — 5 t < 0 and 5 — t > 0 for all t G C, both integrals 
tend to zero by the classical previous property of Kw. In an analogous way, w e 
can prove the same property for approximate identities defined in G R 4 . 
2. More generally, let G be a locally compact and a -compact (Hausdorff) 
topological group with operation + and neutral element 0. Let // be the Haar 
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measure on the Borel a-algebra of G. Let us consider a kernel (Kw)w>0 denned 
for every w > 0 by 
Kw(s,t,u) = Kw(s-t,u), s,teG, ueR, 
where for every w > 0, Kw: G -» R belongs to L
1(G) and satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition of the form: 
\Kw(Uu)-Kw(t,v)\<lw(t)^(\u-v\), teG, u,veR, 
and where for every w > 0 the function Lw G L
1(G), and HI-^II} < I} for 
some absolute constant D > 0 . Assume that for every compact, symmetric 
neighbourhood of 8 there results 
Urn f Lw(t) dn(t) = 0. 
w—>-foo J 
C7\Ll 
Then, the family of functions (Lw)w>0 , Lw : G x G —> R, defined by 
Lw(s,t) = Lw(s-t), s,teG, 
satisfies property (*). Thus, the present theory is applicable to families of non-
linear integral operators of convolution type, with singular kernels (see [6]). 
3. Let G = R provided with Lebesgue measure. Let us consider the family 
of functions 
2w e™(5+t) K(*,t) 
/ 
Lw(s,t) as = 1 H (arctane 
7T e
2 w 5 + e 2 w t 
for s, t G R and w > 1. Then for every t G i and r > 0 we have 
w v 
R\[t r,t+r] 
and so (2) follows. This is an example in non-convolution case (see [4]). 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let (f G $ , S = (<0W/)W>O C * and Ze* K = (Kw)w>0 G /Cs 6e 
singular. Let f be a bounded function with compact support and let C be the 
support of f. If the family (Lw(-,t)) Q satisfies property (*), then there 
exists a constant a > 0, independent of f, such that following properties hold: 
i) for every e > 0 there is a compact set B such that 
QV[<*(TJ)XG\B]<£ 
for sufficiently large w > 0, 
ii) for every sequence (Bk)keN C B with Bk_{_1 C Bk and n{Bk) —•> 0 ufe 
/m? je 
lim ^[a(Tu , /)xB f c]=0, 
uniformly with respect to w > 0. 
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P r o o f . Let a > 0 be fixed such that aD < 1. Let e > 0 be fixed. For 
every measurable subset B c G , w e have 
ev[*(TJ)xG\B] = f <p(a\(TJ)(s)\xGXB(s)) dfi(s) 
G 
< f Jaf\Kw(s,t,f(t))\ MtU dfi(s) 
G\B ^ G ' 
< f J a J' Lw(s,t)^w(\f(t)\) d/i(«)J dfi(s). 
G\B 
If wre consider 
vw(A) = f Lw(s,t) d»(t), AeB, 
A 
we have uw(A) < vw(G) = 0w(s) < D. By using the Jensen inequality, the 
Fubini-Tonelli theorem and taking into account that every function / E Loc(G 
with compact support C is contained in E^^G), we obtain 
'[*(TJ)XG\B] < f MD f ^^-^w(\f(t)\) d/x(í)j d/i( 
G\B ^ C ' 
< f i f ^aD^w(\f(t)\))^± d»(t) 
G\B L C 
= h I f <p(*M(t)\))K(°,t) Mt) 
àџ(s) 
dф) 
G\B -• C 
< ^ f *tyw{\f(t)\Xc(fi))) J M M ) d»(s) 
G *~G\B 
By property (*) we can consider a compact subset B C G such that 
eD 
dџ(t) 
f Lw(s,t) dџ(s) < 
G\B 
Q^ [M'xc] 
where M' = sup ^ ( l l / I L ) • Then 
г ř j > 0 
QV[«(TJ)XG\B} < e. 
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Now we can prove ii). Let (Bk)keN be a sequence of measurable sets with 
Bk+l C Bk and lim l*>(Bk) = 0. Then, considering a constant a such that 
k —>- + oo 
aD < 1, we obtain 
Qv[<*(TJ)xBk]= f <p{a\(TJ)(s)\xBk(s)) d/x(S) 
G 
< / ^ ( ^ l ( ^ / ) ( ^ ) l ) d^(^) < ^(-0^(ll/lloo))^(^A:)-
Bk 
Since (^(ll/lloo)) ls bounded, we have easily the assertion. D 
Using Theorems 2 and 3, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let ip G $ . S = (if)Jw>0 C * and K = ( t f j ^ o G /Cs 6e 
singular. If the family (Lw(-,t)) G satisfies property (*), J/aen £b,ere exzsts 
a constant a > 0 sHcb- /Jm£ 
lim ^ [ a ( T w / - / ) ] = 0 
/Or e-veru / G CC(G). 
P r o o f . From Theorem 2, Twf converges pointwise to / , so by continuity 
of p we have that p[a\Twf — / | ) tends to zero pointwise, too. Moreover, since 
for every subset A C G we have 
f <p(a\(TJ)(s) - f(s)\) d»(8) 
A 




and / G E(p(G), we deduce by Theorem 3 that the integrals 
f<p(a\(TJ)(s)-f(s)\)d»(s) 
(0 
are equiabsolutely continuous, by taking a such that 2aD < 1. So the assertion 
follows from the Vitali convergence Theorem. D 
In order to give a modular convergence theorem for every function / G 
L^+r7(G) fl DomT, we prove the following continuity result for the family 
\*w)w>0 ' 
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THEOREM 5. Let tp G $ , rl G $ and 5 = (ipw)w>0 C * be such that the 
triple (Q{p,il>W'>Q
n) is properly directed. Let K = (Kw)w>0 G /CH be singular. If 
f,g G X(G) Pi D o m T . lben. azDen A > 0. £bere ezzste a > 0 sHcb that 
e*[a(Twf -Twg)]<Q*[\(f - g)]+cw. 
P r o o f . Let A > 0 be fixed and let cr be a positive constant with aD < Cx , 
being Cx the constant in (1). By using the Jensen inequality and the Fubini-
Tonelli theorem, we have 
e*[a(Twf -Twg)}= j íp(a\(Twf)(s)-(Twg)(s)\) d»(s) 
G 
< j Ja j LJs,t)^J\f(t)- g(ť)\) d/x(í)J dfi(s) 
< 11 I V(aD^w (\f(t) - g(t)\)) ± ^ dn(t) dn(s) 
G ^ G ' 
" r j / ( / K ^ J I / W -9(t)\))LJs,t) d/z(*)J dn(s) 
G ^ G ' 
= ^jv(CxiPw(\f(t)-g(t)\)) ( j LJs,t) d/i(*)J d/í(í) 
G \ G ' 
<f<p(Cx4w{\nt)-9(t)\))dti(t) 
G 
/ » ř ( A | / ( í ) - 9 ( í ) | ) d / i ( í ) -
G 
D 
Now we are ready to prove a general modular convergence result. 
THEOREM 6. Le* <p G $ , 77 G $ and S = (i/>w)w>0 C * be sncb tbat tte triple 
(Q(p^w^Q
v) i s properly directed. Let K = (KJw>Q <E Ks be singular. Let us 
assume that the family (Lw('J))teGjW>0 satisfies property (*). Then, for every 
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P r o o f . Let f e L^^(G) n DomT. By Proposition 1 there is a constant 
A' G ]0,1[ and a sequence (/n)n E N C CC{G) such that for every e > 0 there 
exists n E N with 
^ + * W n " / ) ] < £ 
for every n > n. Now we can consider the corresponding constant Cx, in (1). 
Moreover, given n > n, by Theorem 4 we have that there is A" > 0. independent 
of n, such that for every e > 0 there exists w > 0 with 
^ [ A " ( T „ / n - / „ ) ] < £ 
for every w > w. So, if we take a such that 3a < {A', -^--, A"}, we obtain 
^ [a(Tw/ - /)] < \e* [3a(TJ - TJJ] + \e*> [Za(TJn - /„)] 
+ ^ [ 3 a ( / n - / ) ] = / 1 + / 2 + /3. 
By Theorem 5 we have that 
I1<^Q
r,[X'(f-fn)] + %, 
and so we obtain for n >n and w >w 
ev[a(Tj-/)] < \(e* + ev)[X(f - /„)] + °f + § 
- 3 + 3 ' 
The assertion follows since £ is arbitrary. • 
4. Extension to modular spaces 
Now we will introduce a general class of functional spaces. 
A functional e: X(G) —> WQ is said to be a modular on X(G) if 
i) e(f) = 0 <=* / = 0 a.e. in G, 
ii) e(~f) = 0(f) for every / G X(G), 
iii) e (a / + (3g) < e(f) + e(ff) for every f, g G X(G), a, (3 > 0, a + (3 = 1, 
iv) e(F(t, •)) is a //-measurable function of t G G for any globally measur-
able function F : 6/ x G -> M^ . 
By means of the functional £>, we introduce the vector subspace of X(G), 
denoted by L<>(G), defined by 
L°(G) = f / G X(G) : lim e(Xf) = o j . 
1 A-S-0+ J 
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The subspace LQ(G) is called the modular space generated by g. The subspace 
of LQ(G) defined by 
EQ(G) = {fe LQ(G) : g(Xf) < +oc for all A > 0} 
is called the space of the finite elements of LQ(G), see [11]. 
The following assumptions on measurable modulars will be used 
a) g is monotone, i.e. if / , g G X(G) and | / | < |g | , then g(f) < g(g). 
b) g is finite, i.e. if A is a measurable subset of G such that fi(A) < +oc , 
then xA ^LQ(G). 
c) g is absolutely finite, i.e. g is finite and for every e > 0, A > 0 there 
is S > 0 such that g(XXs) < £ for any measurable subset B C G with 
li(B) <5. 
d) g is strongly finite, i.e. if A is a measurable subset of G such that 
/x(A) < +oo, then xA
 e EQ(G). 
e) g is absolutely continuous, i.e. there exists a > 0 such that, for every 
/ £ AT(G) with g(f) < +oo, the following two conditions are satisfied 
(e.l) for every e > 0 there is a compact subset V C G such that 
2 ( a / X C \ V ) < £'i 
(e.2) for every e > 0 there is 5 > 0 such that g(afxs) < £ f° r every 
measurable subset B C G with /i(B) < 5. 
For the above notions see [12], [6]. 
A classical example of modular space where the generating modular func-
tional satisfies all the above assumptions, as well as Orlicz spaces introduced 
before, is given, more generally, by any Musielak-Orlicz space generated by a 
(/?-function tp depending on a parameter, satisfying some growth conditions with 
respect to the parameter (see [11], [8], [6]). 
Analogously to Section 3, we say that a net of functions (fw)w>0 C L
Q(G) is 
modularly convergent to a function / G LQ(G) if there exists A > 0 such that 
lim Q[Hfw-f)}=0. 
Moreover we will say that the net (fw)w>0 C L
Q(G) is strongly convergent to 
/ G LQ(G) if the above limit relation is satisfied for every A > 0. This kind of 
convergence is equivalent to the norm convergence induced by the Luxemburg 
F-norm generated by the modular g, see [11]. 
The modular convergence induces a topology on LQ_(G), called modular to-
pology. Given a subset A C LQ(G), we will denote by A the closure of A with 
respect to the modular topology. Then / G A if there is a net (fw)w>0 C A 
such that fw is modularly convergent to / . 
Let us remark that CC(G) C L
Q(G) whenever g is monotone and finite 
Indeed, if C = supp / , then 
QU) < efll/llooXc). 
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and so, since Xc e LQ(G)i w e n a v e 
lim O(A/) = 0, 
A-+0+ 
that is f eLQ(G). 
Analogously, if Q is monotone and strongly finite, then CC(G) C E
Q(G). 
We have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Q be a monotone, strongly finite, absolutely finite and 
absolutely continuous modular on X(G). Then CC(G) = L
Q(G). 
P r o o f . The proof is essentially the same as in [9; Theorem 1]. • 
As in Section 3, we will need a link between the modular Q and the family 
E = (i/>w)w>0 C ^ given in the Lipschitz condition of (Kw)w>0. This link is 
based on the introduction of another modular rj on X(G) such that the following 
condition holds: there exists a net (cw)w>0 with cw -» 0 as w -r +oo for which 
for every A G ]0,1[ there exists Cx G ]0,1[ satisfying the inequality 
Q(Cx(^wog))<r](Xg)+cw (3) 
for every nonnegative g G X(G). As in the case of the Orlicz spaces we will say 
that the triple (g,ipw,r)) is properly directed (see [2]). 
We refer now to the notations and definitions of Section 2. We will say that 
the family of functions (Lw(-,i)) Q w>Q satisfies property £-(*) if for every 
compact C C G and e > 0 there exists a compact subset B C G such that 
< є Q x Lw('^) d M * ) XG\B(') 
- c -! 
for every A > 0 and sufficiently large w > 0. 
E X A M P L E S 2. As a first example, note that the above property is satisfied for 
any Orlicz spaces where the generating function (p is convex (see the proof of (i) 
in Theorem 3). 
Another interesting example is given by some kind of a modular generated 
by a family of measures {™>j}j>0 on an interval I = [a, b[, b G R
+ . 
For example let us suppose that the family of measures {m • \ > 0 is equi-
bounded, i.e. there is a constant H > 0 such that m • ([a, b[) < H for every 
j > 0. Next, let $ : I x M$ —> RQ~ be a function such that $ is a (continuous) 
convex function of u > 0 for every x G /, 3>(x,0) = 0, <f>(x:u) > 0 for u > 0 
and moreover $(x, u) is a Lebesgue measurable function of x in [a, b[ for every 
u > 0. Moreover let us assume that 
b 
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is finite for every r > 0 . Finally, putting 
J*(xj) = J*(x,\f(t)\)dvL(t), feX(G), xei, 
G 
we define the modular (see [5], [6]) 
b 
g(f) = sup fj*(xj) &m3(x), / G X(G) • 
j > o J 
a 
Then, if the family (Lu,(-,£)) satisfies property (*), then it satisfies 
property £-(*), too. 
We prove now a modular extension of Theorem 3 of Section 3. 
THEOREM 7. Let g be a monotone, absolutely finite and strongly finite modu-
lar. Let K = (Kw)w>0 G /CH fee singular. Let f be a bounded function with 
compact support and let C be the support of f. If the family (Lw(-,t)) G 
satisfies property £-(*). then for every constant a > 0 the following properties 
hold: 
i) for every e > 0 there is a compact set B such that 
Q[a(Twf)XG\B] <
e 
for sufficiently large w > 0. 
ii) for every sequence (Bk)keN with Bk G B, -Bfc+1 C I?;, Ona
7 kt(L^ —r 0 
we have 
k^j[a(TJ)XBk]=0 
uniformly with respect to sufficiently large w > 0. 
P r o o f . Let a > 0 and £ > 0 be fixed and let B be the set in the property 
£-(*). Then we have 
в[a(TJ)xGҲB] < Q aM' I LJ-,t) dџ(ť)xG\B{-) < £ , 
c 
being M' = sup V;^(ll/|loc) • Moreover, let (Bk)keN be a sequence of measurable 
subsets of G such that P^+i C Bk and lim n(Bk) = 0. Then given £ > 0, let 
k—>- + oo 
<5 > 0 be the constant in the definition of absolute finiteness of the modular o. 
Let k be so large that n(Bk) < o", so 
a 
As in the case of Orlicz spaces, using Proposition 2 and Theorem 7, we now 
prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 8. Let Q be a monotone, strongly finite, absolutely finite and ab­
solutely continuous modular. Let K — (Kw)w>0 G /Cs be singular. If the family 
(Lw(-,t))t satisfies property Q-(*), then there exists a constant a > 0 
such that 
Иm в[a(TJ-f)]=0 
W-+ + OC 
for every f G C (G). 
P r o o f . Let a > 0 be a constant such that the definition of absolute conti­
nuity of the modular is satisfied with 8a and let e > 0 be fixed. Let B be the 
compact set in property Q-(*) of the family (Lw(-,t)) G Q. We write 
e[a(TJ - /)] < e[2a(TJ - f)xB] + g[2a(TJ - f)xG\B] 
= I1+I2" 
Now we estimate I1. Let (Bk)keN be as in previous theorem. There results 
I! < e[4a(TJ - f)xBnBk] + e[4a(TJ - f)xBcnB] 
< e[8a(TJ)xBknB] + e[8afxBknB] + 8[4a(TJ - f)xB.nB] 
< 6[8aDM'xBknB] + e[8afXBknB] + e[4a(TJ - f)xBcnB] 
= I\+Il + Il. 
By [3; Corollary 1], If tends to zero, since fi(B) < oo. As to // , this is less 
than e by the absolute finiteness of the modular, for sufficiently large k. Finally 
If is less or equal to e by absolute continuity of the modular, for sufficiently 
large k. Now we estimate I2. We write 
I2 = e[2a(TJ - f)xGXB] < e[4a(TJ)XGXB] + e[AafxG\B] • 
The assertion follows from Theorem 7 and the absolute continuity of the modu­
lar, taking eventually B D V, where V is the compact subset in the definition 
of absolute continuity of the modular. • 
Now, in order to give a modular convergence theorem for functions in the 
modular space, we need the following notions of regular families of measures 
and the compatibility with respect to the modular functional. The first notion 
in this respect was given in [9] and then used in [10]. Here we will use it in the 
form given in [3]. 
Let us consider a family of functions (vw)w>0 with fiw: G x B -> IR+ such 
that nw(-,A) is //-measurable for every AeB, and fiw(s, •) is a measure on B 
for every s G G. We will say that (vw)w>o
 i s a regular family if the following 
assumptions hold: 
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(i) na(') = »w(s,-) < l i for every w > 0, s G G. 
(ii) There is a constant D > 0 such that, putting (3W(-) = lI^(-, G) , we have 
0 < Pw(-) < D for every s G G and for every sufficiently large w > 0. 
(iii) Putting £w(s,t) = d t I^/d/ i , we have that £w is a globally measurable 
function o n G x G and | | ^ ( ' ^ ) l l i < -° for e v e r y t e G a n d sufficiently 
large w > 0. 
For example, given a singular kernel K = (Kw)w>0 G /C s , the net 
VKw(s,A) = J Lw(s,t)dfi(t), seG, w>0, (4) 
where ( i j ^ n C C is the family of functions corresponding to the (L,ip)-Lip-
schitz condition, is a regular family. 
We will say that a regular family (fiw)w>0 is compatible with the modular g 
if there are two constants D',N > 0 and a net (bw)w>0 of nonnegative real 
numbers with lim b , = 0, such that 
w^ + oo w 
j g(t)àџw\t) 
*-G 
< Nв(D'g) + bw (5) 
for every g G X(G), g > 0 . 
Examples of regular families and compatibility can be found in [9], [3], [10]. 
Now we are ready to give an extension to modular spaces of Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 9. Let K = (Kw)w>0 G /CH be singular. Let g, rj be two mono­
tone modulars such that the triple (^,-0 ,77) is properly directed. Let us as­
sume that the family (/LL w) is compatible with the modular g. Let /, g G 
X(G) n D o m T ; then given A > 0. there exists a > 0 such that 
g[a(Twf - Twg)} < NV[\(f - g)} + Ncw + bw , (6) 
where N, D', (bw)w>0 and (cw)w>0 are given in (3) and (5). 
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P r o o f . Let N, D' be the constants in (5) and for a fixed A > 0 let 









<* f 1>w(\f(t) - g(t)\) dfigjt) 
<Ne[aD'iPw{\f(-)-g(-)\)]+bw 
<Nrj[X(f-g)]+Ncw + bw, 
i.e. the assertion. 
Finally, we can formulate the main theorem of this section. 
D 
THEOREM 10. Let g, rj be monotone, strongly finite, absolutely finite and 
absolutely continuous modulars and E = (ipw)w>0 C * be such that the triple 
(Q^W:V)
 Z5 properly directed. Let K — (Kw)w>0 G tCE be singular. Let us 
assume that the family (//L w) is compatible with the modular g and we 
assume that the family (Lw(-,t)) G 0 satisfies property g-(*). Then for every 
f e LQ^(G) fl DomT there exists A > 0 such that 
lim g[X(Twf-f)]=0. 
P r o o f . The proof is now essentially the same as in [3; Theorem 2] following 
the same method of Theorem 6. D 
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